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THE Forestry Commission has
announced that it will be making a planning application f'or its controversial
proiect- to re-route a brook _at a well-

known beauty spot near Fordingbridge'
after work was halted at the site'
As reported in the Forest Journal, the

to restore the natural meandering course of the stream at Latchmore
Brooli was postponed until next summer
after weeks of heavy rain.
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Contractors were already halfway through
a 20-week preparatory programme to reconnect ttre stieam with its floodplain.
Commission spokesman said:
A Forestry-confirm

that the Forestry
",We can
Commission wiII take the opportunity,
afforded by the deferment of works to 2013
due to recent poor weather conditions, to
seek-planning permission for the works at
Latchmore."
The move has been welcomed
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100-

strong campaign group, the Friends of
Latchmore, which claims the works to re-

route the stream are "extensive and damaging to wildlife".
Over the past few months, members of the

Latchmore Brook.

Friends of Latchmore, said: "We are relieved
that the Forestry Commission has now also
bourt and petitioned Hyde Parish Council sugpended work on the Thompson's Castle
urging them to withdraw their backing.
mire section of the works.
And they threatened to take their fight to
"The application for planning qermission
European authorities, 'claiming the planned "will also require them to undertake the full
works should be subject to an environmental environmental assessment that we have
impact assessment.
always insisted was needed. This will pro-vide
Professor John Shepherd, chairman of the an obportunity to review all aspects of the
group have made statements in the Verderers
_

project, including the damage t9 the environinent, grazing and public amenity- that would
be involved, as well as any possible benefits.
"We look forward to helping the Forestry
Commission, Natural England and the
National Park Authority to make sure that

this is done welI, so that only work that is
really beneficial to this valued local amenity
and fragile habitat is undeitaken."

